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Please note that this publication was registered in front of a notary and therefore is protected.
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registered in front of a notary in 2006.
You can notice that in this version 1Cb-A1143 of the publication the anagram
aaaaabbcccddddddeeeeeeeeeeeffiiillmnnnnnnooprrrrrssstvy is present in the footer of each
page. That anagram is unique to this version of the publication and thus also linked to you, as
the person who downloaded this version 1Cb-A1143 of the publication. As a result of that
specific anagram, you downloaded a unique version of my publication and therefore please
respect the following agreements:
- by downloading this publication, you agree to send through the Contact form at the
Home page of the website www.absolute-relativity.be a short mail message simply
indicating me that you have downloaded your personal copy of the publication. In that
way I obtain at least some feedback about the number of persons who downloaded a
copy of this publication (book), thus an idea about the interest out there. Unless of
course you would request me to reply to a specific question in your Contact mail,
please note that I will not reply undemanded to your mail. I will of course also keep
your mail address confidential and not use it in any way.
- by downloading your personal copy of this publication you agree to not reproduce
any part of this publication without the written permission of the author Etienne
Brauns.
- this publication or part of this publication will not be traded, be lent, hired out or
otherwise circulated by you. You thus promise not to pass this publication, as
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would prefer to read a printed format, over the electronic reading on a computer/reader
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